Type II functional response for continuous, physiologically structured models.
The goal of this work is to formulate a general Holling-type functional, or behavioral, response for continuous physiologically structured populations, where both the predator and the prey have physiological densities and certain rules apply to their interactions. The physiological variable can be, for example, a development stage, weight, age, or a characteristic length. The model leads to a Fredholm integral equation for the functional response, and, when inserted into population balance laws, it produces a coupled system of partial differential-integral equations for the two species, with a nonlocal integral term that arises from rules of interaction in the functional response. The general model is, typically, analytically intractable, but specialization to a structured prey-unstructured predator model leads to some analytic results that reveal interesting and unexpected dynamics caused by the presence of size-dependent handling times in the functional response. In this case, steady-states are shown to exist over long times, similar to the stable age-structure solutions for the McKendick-von Foerster model with exponential growth rates determined by the Euler-Lotka equation. But, for type II responses, there are early transient oscillations in the number of births that bifurcate in a few generations into either the decaying or growing steady-state. The bifurcation parameter is the initial level of prey. This special case is applied to a problem of the biological control of a structured pest population (e.g., aphids) by a predator (e.g., lady beetles).